
BUNBURY
19 Lumper Street - PID: 849322

PRICE UPON APPLICATION
5 3 3

BEACH LIFESTYLE WITH HUGE ACCOMODATION

Every once in a while a home of quality and class comes onto the market. Professionally designed with quality fixtures and
fittings this home offers an amazing opportunity for the extended family, growing teenagers or even a bed and breakfast.
Conservative from the quiet street, only metres from the beach and a short stroll to the marina, cafe's and the city centre
this offers location, location, location.
The entry foyer leads to the lock up garage with room for all of your vehicles and toys. There is a roller door at the rear for
the jet ski or trailer to be taken into the back garden. This workshop area is currently being used as a gym or ideally a small
third car or the large Harley Davidson would be accommodated.
The other side of the entry foyer is the second master bedroom with huge walk in robe and en suite.
As you flow into the spacious family area, with room to accommodate the largest of families, or party the kitchen is the ideal
central hub from which to work and be in tune with your family or guests. The television area has a built in solid timber
entertainment centre. The northern aspect offers a well lit dining area with shade in summer and the warmth of the winter
sun as you indulge in coffee and a quiet read of the paper.
Around the corner from the kitchen a children's retreat, or craft area is spacious with work bench and huge storage. The
glass doors offer privacy from noise but great supervision from the kitchen for home work or computer for the children.
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